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Clarifications 

Ad 6. Torpedo bomber squadrons may only be launched after an American 

fleet has been sighted. It is not allowed to have them fly around in the 

hope that your reconnaissance is successful while they are already in the 

air. 

6.c. The last paragraph on page 4 should read: "If bomber squadrons 

attacking a fleet have not been opposed by CAP at all (this includes low 

CAP squadrons against dive bombers), all ships roll for anti-aircraft 

fire with each hit aborting one bomber squadron. Afterwards, one die is 

rolled for each non-aborted squadron and all pips showing are applied as 

hits!" 

Think of there being two different kinds of attack, regular and special. In a 

regular attack, each bomber is assigned a ship and hits on a result of five 

or six. A special attack only occurs when the attackers have not been 

opposed by CAP at all, or if they are dive bombers and there is "low CAP" 

only. In these cases, there is no specific target assignation. All ships roll 

for anti-aircraft fire (while in a regular attack, only ships being attacked do 

so and only against their specific assailant). Afterwards, all bombers 

attack the entire fleet with all pips counting. If there were only regular 

attacks, the historical outcome of Kido Butai being sunk by a few U. S. 

dive bombers would be impossible. For you, in the role of Admiral 

Nagumo, this means that neglecting your CAP is sure to invite disaster. 

Ad 6./9. Always read "U. S. fighter box" and "U. S. bomber box" as "U. S. 

fighter pool" and "U. S. bomber pool", respectively. 



Ad 7. CAP engaging fighter escorts of torpedo bombers are also flipped to 

their "low CAP" side, not only after fighting torpedo bombers themselves.   

Squadrons on their "low CAP" side in the first place cannot engage 

escorting fighter squadrons. They can be shot at by the enemy, but may 

not return fire. This counts as being neutralized by the escort, i.e. the "low 

CAP" fighter squadron cannot fight an enemy torpedo bomber squadron if 

being targeted by an escort. 

Ad 8. If you still do have squadrons in the air after the last game turn, roll 

a die for each of them. On a result of five or six, it is destroyed and 

counted for victory point purposes. This represents dangerous night 

landing attempts. Note that the rule does not apply to American 

squadrons. 

Voluntary destruction of your own units is allowed at any time. 

 

 

10. Optional rules 

a. Superior U. S. damage control 

It takes three hits to sink an American carrier. On the first hit, it is flipped 

to its reduced side. On the second hit, it is rotated by 90 degrees with no 

further effect. Only the third hit sinks the carrier. 

b. No "Midway reversed" possible 

If you want to make it even more challenging for yourself to win, ignore 

the last paragraph on page 4 for attacks on U. S. fleets only. American 

fleets are not assailed in the "special" fashion (as explained in the 

Clarifications). 

c. Random target assignment  

Some players found it gamey to know in advance the order in which their 

carriers would be attacked (7.). Instead, a die could be rolled for each 

attacking American bomber squadron and Akagi targeted on a roll of one 

or two, Kaga on a result of three or four, Soryu on five and Hiryu on six. 

Note that an attack on the two big carriers should always be more likely 

than on the small ones which were less attractive targets.    
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